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Introduction 
On the 17th of July， 1999 Professor Daniel H. H. lngalls， former Wales Professor 
of Sanskrit at Harvard， passed away at the age of eighty-three. During five years of 
my academic life in Cambridge (1974-1979) he guided me with his intense training 
to Sanskrit literature， of which 1 had little knowledge when 1 arrived at Cambridge 
as a student of lndian philosophy. It stil remains fresh in my memory that he talked 
to me with excitement about the promising future of digital texts for epic studies 
at lunch table in the Harvard Faculty Club， to which 1 was invited just before my 
departure for Japan. He was enthusiastic about his project of digitizing the whole 
Mahabh孟rataat that time. Also， he was interested in analyzing al the meters of the 
Mah忌bharatausing digital texts. He gave up these plans later - perhaps he was 
ahead of the time in his ideas - but his enthusiぉmdid not fade away in the mind 
of his pupil. At first he did not believe my words when 1 told him of the completion 
of the digital text of the Mahめ}取'atain 1991 (revised and uploaded on the net in 
1994). Four years later 1 was very happy to send him my article“Statistic Survey of 
the Sloka in the Mah亙bh瓦rata，"Memoirs 01 the Rαculty 01 Letters， Kyoto University， 
No.34 (1995)， pp.1-37， which contains a metrical analysis of al the Sloka verses in 
the Mahabh忌rata.Without his Begeisterung 1 would not have ventured into these 
jobs. He was indeed a pioneer and an excellent inspirerラleadingus to the new era of 
lndology. in which digital texts form an essential part of our daily research. 
lntroduction of digital technology into lndology is now going on much faster than 
Professor lngalls would have expected. Publication of a book with CD-RO忌1is no 
longer a rarity in our world. ，高recan even organize a cooperative research project on 
the net with emails. ln this paper 1 would like to present a part of the product of such 
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a project on the net， as a tribute to the late Professor lngalls， to show him the latest 
lndological methodology followed by people who walk along the way he paved more 
than twenty years ago. 
The Mok号adharmaparvan(11B註12.168-353)provides a fruitful field of study for 
tracing the historical development of various philosophical schoolsヲbothBrahmani-
cal and nor距1ト-Br
Clas部si比calage. Quite a number of scholars already worked on this text individually 
with their own interests. But the nature of this text， of which a total understand-
ing requires a wider knowledge than an individual scholar of a particular subject 
can have， isyet to be brought to light in its full complexity. Early in 2000 several 
scholars specializing in七heBrahmanical， the Buddhist， and the Jain literature de-
cided to work on this text jointly， organizing the ONLINE COOPERATIVE RESEARCH 
PROJECT OF THE MOK$ADHARMAPARVAN. ln this Project we discuss this Parvan 
by comme批ingthrough the net on the draft of translation and no七es，which a mem-
ber of the Project prepares and uploads on the Web page (http:j jtiger.bun勾roto-
u.ac.jpjmtokunagjmdhpj) in the HTML and XML formats. From what we have 
done so far 1 selecte王1，for this M emoirs， the beginning four chapters of the Parvan 
(12.168-171)， ofwhich 1 had the charge of translation and notes. These chapters show 
remarkable influence from Buddhist and Jain sources， providing good material for 
our knowledge of the pan-Indian substratum of the l¥.fok号adharmaparvan.
The first translation of the Mok号adharmaparvanwas completed with rigid， philo-
logical discipline by P. Deussen in his Vier philosophische Texte des Mαhiibhiinαtam 
(1908. 2nd ed. 1922). This translation will remain a valuable resource for scholars. 
However， a new one is a desideratum， for Deussen's， based on the old Bombay edi-
tion， has been obsolete since the Critical Edition of this Parvan was completed in 
1954. 1 hear that Prof. James Fitzgerald of the むniversityof Tennessee， who is one 
of the scholars continuing van Buitenenヲsproject of the Mah瓦bharata，is preparing 
an English translation of this Parvan on the basis of the Critical Edition. Also， a 
rapid Japanese translation by Prof. Shujun Motegi of Shinshu University is available 
? ?
to US. He has so far finished his job fo1' chapters 168-221. Our text differs from these 
works， asmembers of the Online Project have agreed in putting as much weight on 
notes as on translation. 
A major contribution as a commentator for the text in this paper was made by 
Professor Fumio Enomoto of Osaka U niversityちamember of the Project. His valuable 
suggestions and important corrections are incorporated with his name in notes. You 




Yudhisthira said .~ 
Pure laws depending upon the laws of kings (rajαdhαγmα) have been explained by 
the Grandfather. Will you please tell me， 0 Kingう aboutthe most excellent law of 
Asrama-dwellers? 1 
BhIsma said --
The [ordinary] law leading to heavenぅ [aswell as) austerity with assured results 
(satyα.phalα)， isprescribed everywhere [in the Dharma詰stra]. As for Dharma with 
many entrances， no actions ぽ efutile in this world. 2 
Whatever conduct (vinaye) it may beラ whoeverhe is， ifhe is confident in it， he 
recognizes it as such (i.e. as Dharma)， not as something elseぅobest Bl閥抗a.3 
Howeverヲ detachmentfrom it arises gradually as one goes around the course of life 
(lokαtαばTα)devoid of essence. There is no doubt about it. 4 
The world thus being recognized to be of many defectsヲ thewise should make an 
e荘。rtヲoYudhi科hiraヲinthe cause of the emancipation of his own self. 5 
Yudhisthira said -
168.1 The word mok$αdhαrmαconcentrates in Santi in occurrence (22 times). Elsewhere it oc-
curs in Adi (3 times)， Vana (once)， Salya (twice)， Am活asana(twice) and Asvamedhika (4 times). 
Mok~adharma is put in contrast to G写hasth~話rama in 9.49.60， 12.308β0， 12.311.27ヲ 13.129.31.
'The most excellent law of Aむama-dwellers'is equivalent in meaning to 'Mok:;;adharma¥1 do not 
agree with the editor (p.2147) who holds that the topic here is Tapas as the highest law or duty for 
all the A釘amas.It is not so， first because the word is absent in the parallel verse (12.340.2)， second 
because not 'austerity' but 'knowledge' is the highest of al the six conventional religious acts (cf. e.g. 
担anu12.83-85). - Note that verses 1-3 are almost identical with 12.340.1-3 (w. mok手αdharmaS門 taJ:t
向 bhaJ:t)， which suggests that chapters 12.340-353 were later added to the original Mok~adharma­
parvan. - This chapter has been analyzed and translated into Japanese by Prof. Shinkan Murakami 
with special interest in the correspondence with the Buddhist thought in his “永1uyoku-toMushoyu: 
Mahめ}政ataand Buddhism (Desirelessr邸 sand Non-possession: Mal泊bharataand Buddhism)， 1"
in Tohokudα~gαku Buηgαkubu K enkyukiyo (Memoirs of the Faculty of Letters a抗.tTol 
No.29 (1979)， pp. 140一213.
168.2 Cf. 12.342.9 (var.) - The editor (loc.cit.) interprets sarvatra as meaning 'for whichsoever 
Asrama¥But the word， inmy view， means that the new doctrine of Mok号adharmaラ whichBh1~ma 
is going to preach， isnot prescribed in the ordinary Dharmasastra. - 2cd: Bh1:号madoes not deny 
merit in conventional laws or dutiesラincludingTapas， for secular purposes. - See 12.342.9f. for an 
account of 'many entrances' of Dharma. For the word bαhudvara， cf.BauDhS 1.1.1.12うMBh12.64.3ラ
342.9 (w. trivi$tapa)， 13.23.18. 
168.3 This is the reason why the law appears many-sided. The same phrase occurs in 12.340.3 
(with '1.勾ανε(cf.S) for vinaye). - 1 have trar凶 atedtαmand αnyam as predicates 
168.4 This verse is quoted in Dhvan同lokalocana(1匂vyamal忌ed.)，iv. p.238 (editor on p. 2147). 
168.5 This is Bh11;ima's answer to Yudhi号thi問、squestion in vs. 1. 
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Tell me， 0 Grandfather， about Intellect (buddhi) with which one can ward 0宣his
sorrow when his property is lost or his wife， son or father is dead. 6 
BhIsma said 
When his property is lost or his wife， sori or father is dead， one should assuage his 
sorrow， thinking 'Ah， itis suffering¥7 
On this point， too， they tell the following old story (itihiisα)， according to w hich a 
certain Brahma早athus spoke to Senajit. 8 
The Brahma早aspoke to the king at the sight of him with a sad face， su百eringfrom 
the grief of his [dead] son and perturbed by sorrow. 9 
“Why are you indeed [so] ignorant? What are you， an object of grief， grieving forヲ
when those who will be grieving for you， too， will follow the [same] courseぅ部 the
objects of grief [for the living]? 10 
Both you and 1， 0 King， and others who are in your service， we are all going to the 
very place where we came from.門 11
Senajit said 
What is your intellect， penance， 0 Br忌hma苧a，or meditation， 0 Tapas-owner? What 
is your knowledge or sacred learning on which you are not in depression? 12 
The Brahmana said 
Look at the beings which are intertwined with suffering all over. Even the self (iitmα吋
here [in my heart] is not mine， or [rather] the whole ear出 ismine. 13 
168.6 Read ti:f!t me (81， K1，2， etc.) instead of tαη me. The corruption (tiT[L →臼T[L→ tan)Is 
probably due to the preceding word sokαT]l. 
168.7 Cf. 12.26.17 (w.αho k郎知m)，App.1， No. 15.3931-32 (Vol. 17， p.1014). 
168.8 This opening phrase for a story， etc.， common in MBh， Isnot found in the RamayaI).a. 8ee 
M. Hara， "On Phrases Not Shared by the Mahabharata and the Ram忌，yaI).a，"lndologicαTauriηεnsiα， 
Vols. xix-xx (1993-94)， p.166. - For the king Senajit cf. 12.26.13f.; also Buddhacarita 9.20. 
168.9 PutrasokiibhisaT]ltaptαis one of the common phrases in MBh. 
168.10 Cf. MBh 12.26.18ab， R 4.21.31. 
168.11 Cf. Ja 111.165.下10(354.3)αnavhiitotato aga，αηαnunnato ito gato， yathagato tαtha 9αto， 
tαtthαka paridevαni. 
168.13 13cd=12.26.19ab (w. sarvapi)， 14.32.11cd. 1t is a delicate question whether or not the neg-
ative particle na is to be construed with the latter mαmα. 1 understand it negatively [followi時 the
Brahmanical way of thinking] in view of 14.32.12cd-13ab b吋 hikiiT]l buddhim iisth匂amαmatvaT[L
uα7がおT]ltvaya， kaT]l 1むJ必ab匂ddhi泌t1勿均7ηT]l戸t1悦J泌t仇niるtsci“t!νlaαsαT問りo1匂Jαω4仇害鈎αyραstαωνα 
i弘nghave you eschewed your egoism or with what understandi訟ngiおsthe whole object you主s7"H王owever，
with the reading viiyaT[L (81， etc.) for ciiyaT[L， the second line would be translated:“Neither my self 
here [in the heart] is mine， nor the whole earth is mine." 
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I have no anxietyう thinkingthat just as for me so it is for the others. Thus under-
standingヲIdo riot rejoice nor do I fear. 14 
Just as a log should meet with another in the ocean and they should meet only to 
part from each ot1ほう Sl凶 isthe encou低erof beings [in this world]. 15 
Such are your sonsぅ grandsonsヲ kinsmenand relations. Do not form attachment 
(snel叫 forthe丸 forseparation from them is inevitable (dhrωα). 16 
A person who appeared by chance (iipαtitα) after an absence has become absent again. 
He [who has gone (αsαu)] does not know you， nor do you [kωw] him [becal脱 heis 
gone]. ¥Vho are you and who are you grieving for? 17 
Sufferi時 hasits origin in the 告 structionof Thirst (t，(，$7}i). Happiness has its origin 
in the destruction of suffering. From happiness is born suffering. Thus it goes again 
and again. Su吉eringfollows after happiness; happiness after suffering. 18 
Coming across su百eringafter happinessぅyouwill come across happiness again. One 
does not always have su百ering.Nor does one always have happiness. 19 
Friends are not su白cientfor [lasting] happiness. Enemies are not sufficient for 
suffering. Knowledge (prα~ñii) is 110t su缶cle凶 forgoods. ¥Vealth is 110t su伍cient
for happiness (sukhiin丘rn).20 
Intelligence (buddhi) is not su自cientfor obtaining v刊 althぅ nordull肘 ssfor poverty. 
An intelligent person knows the course of llpS and dOWlぉ inthe world. The others do 
not. 21 
168.14 ¥Vith 14ab comparc 12.26.19cd yαthi. mαma tathanye:;;i.m iti pαsyαn na rnuhyαti. 
14d二 12.172.lOd.On the othcr hand， wc find active forms in 12.220.73d. 
168.15 Cf. 12.28.36 (w. vyatfyi.ti.m)， R 2.98.25 (w. d: ki.lαrn凶 i.dyαkαTJiCαna)ラ Hitopaddaiv.73 
(Cr.App.). 
168.16 Cf. 12.27.28 sαTJiyogi. vzprαyogi.S cαji.ti.rU1r!i prii.~Linã7[ì dhruvam， budbudi.iりαtoye:;;ubha-
vanti nαbhαvanti cα. -The expression sα7[iyOgi. viprayogi.nti. mα叩 '!}i.ntαTJihi jfvitαm， which occurs 
in 12.317.20ラ14.44.18，R 7.51.10 (w. Cαjfvitαm in R) corresponds in essence with Apadana IL540.2~j-
24(153) hi. yoga vippayogαηta hi.niccaTJi sαbbαsarikhatα7[i， hi. jwitαTJi仇ni.santαTJiicci.si paridevani. 
168.17 17ab= l1.2.8ab (var.)ヲ 15A2.16ab. This verse is quoted in a variant form in Sarytkara's 
Gltabh忌号yaon 2.28 (editor 011 p. 2148). 
168.18 18ab二 12.26.22cdラ 18cf=12.26.23ab，149.84ab. On 18cd cf. Ja II.464.27-28(423.2) 
Tr:;'!}aヲ borrowcdfrom Buddhismぅ appearsin this verse almost equivalent to dUQ.khαin usagc. 
Enomotoヲscomments: alsoぅthefirst pada can be undcrstood from thc point of vicw of Buddhists 
(cf. catvi.ri i.r抑 satyi.ni)aぱ Jainas(Uttar. 23.48). The second pada remi吋 sus of the words spoken 
by a J ainmonk d~ιkkhenα kho sukha'TJi adhigαntabbarp. in l¥.IN 1， p.94. As to the third pada mcntion 
may be made of thc Buddhist's idca of vipαnryi.mαdulJkhαtα. 
168.19 19cd=12.26.23cd. -Person changes froIll the second (ab) to the third (cd)， which is avoided 
in the southern recension with a variant reading in the first line. 
168.20 This verse occurs in 12.27.31 in a slightly di百'erentform‘ 
168.21 ldentical with 5.38.30. Cf. also Sn 113.13-14(581) evam abbhiihαto loko mαccuni. cα}ari.yα 
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Happiness resorts to its owner (bhiigin)ラ [whetherhe is] intellige凶 orignorant， brave 
or cowardlyぅdullor wiseラandweak or strong. 22 
A cow can belong to a calfう acowherdラ aboss， or a thief. The conclusion is that a 
cow belongs to him who is drinking her milk. 23 
In this worldラmenwho are the most ignorant and men who have attained the peak 
of Intellect live a happy life. People in between su百'er.24 
The wise remained in extremities. They did not remain in centers. It is said that 
happiness is the attainment of extremity and that the middle between two extremities 
is suffering. 25 
Howeverラneithermerits nor demerits vex those who， being free from envy， have gone 
beyond opposites and attained the happiness of Intellect (buddhisukhα). 26 
Now， those who have stepped beyond into foolishness rejoice and agonize exceedinglyヲ
without attaining Intellect. 27 
[That isぅ]the ignora国 whoare always jubilant， deludedラandtied around (pαridrbdhα) 
with great haughtiness as if they were the groups of gods in heaven. 28 
Happiness or [correlative] idleness ends in sufferi時・ Sufferi時 or[correlative] diligence 
is the origin of happiness. Prosperityヲtogetherwith successう remainsin the diligent， 
not in the idle. 29 
vVhether happiness or suffering， whether disagreeable or agreeableうoneshould respect 
whatever he obtained， without being overpowered by his own intention (hrdαyα). 30 
cα， tasmii dh'i:ri na socαnti vidiれJilokapαriyiiyαTJi. 
168.24 24ab=12.26.28ab (var.). - paraTJi [padam]? The phrase paraTJi 9α拘ー occurswith Instr， in 
1.47.10 (buddhyii)， with Loc， in 5.190.1 (必p勾的， 13.10.34 (jyotí~e) ヲ 13.101.4 (sviidhyiiye). - Edhαk 
often occupies the end of line， preceded by sukham in MBh. This intransitive verb (see Goto， Diε
1. Prasensklassε， p.108) appears， inP， inthe form edhati and some of the insta配 esare evidently 
transitive. - Read klisyate 'ntarito (M5ヲ6，etc.). It is not necessary to read klisyaty antαrito. The 
active ending occurs only in the metrically conditioned environment in MBh. Cf. 3.13.5 (pres. ppl.)， 
119.5， 17， 12.152.15， 14.19.26. 
168.25 Read αnte~u， αntα-as it runs in the southern text and in 5.88.96， and sukhaTJi priihur again 
as in the southern text. Aηtya-is evidently due to the in長uenceof the preceding word mαdhy勾u・
Sukhiim iihur is an awkward wording for the sake of Pathyふ
168.26 The compound buddhisukhαis not found outside this verse. Nor does it occur in Pali Lit. 
Instead， the southern text reads buddhiTJi pαriηL. 
168.27 Cf. 12.216.27. 
168.28 The usage of the simile of devaga7}as in this verse is peculiar. Ordinarily this simile is used 
in the description of attendants of a certain chief personage. Cf. 1.178.4， 3.118.21ヲ238.25う7.19.20，
134.9， 146.48， 8.13.23， 12.53.24;託 2.50.20.- paridrbdha-is a hα，pax legomenon. 
168.29 29ab is almost identical with 12.27.30ab (w. diik~yαTJì du枕haTJi).- Cf. 12.27.30cd bhiit中
8r宮rhr'i:r dh'['ti与siddhirniidαk~e nivαsαnty uta. 
168.30 30ab=4.16.14ab. Cf. further 6.28.32cd， 12.26.26ab (and a v紅白批 of30 in M5， etc.)， 
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Thousands of causes (sthiinα) of sorrow， hundreds of causes of joy enter the ignorant 
day by dayぅbutnot the learned. 31 
Sorrow does not touch a person who is intelligent， accomplished in wisdom (krtα.pn勾元α)う
obedient [to the teacher]， free from malice， restrainedう andpossessed of controlled 
32 senses. 
Thus understandingラ anenlightened one should behave with his mind guarded， for 
sorrow does not touch a person who knows the ups and downs [of the world]. 33 
Abandon even a single portion of what may cause sorrowう fearor suffering， or what 
may become the root (yαtomula) of strain. 34 
One makes up (αbhipuryate) the [amount] ofhappiness in accordance with the [amount] 
of desires he abandons. A man who follows his desires will go after desires to destruc-
tion. 35 
Happiness of desire in this world and the great heavenly happiness - these two do 
not match even a sixteenth portion of the happiness from the extinction of Thirst. 36 
羽Thetherpure or impure， the same type of action done with the previous body takes 
hold of hir民 [whetherhe is] wise， ignorant or brave. 37 
Just in this way those agreeable and disagreeable [actions in the past] come back 
28.16ab.一一 Thesame idea is expressed in 3.245.15. - On hrda炉問問laka科hacomments hrdayena 
har~asokαmαyenα. 
168.31 Cf. 3.2.15， 11.2.13， 12.26.20， 317.2; also B12.330.2， 18.5.61， Hitopadeぬ1.2(Cr.App.). -
The phrase 'A-sαhαsri:l}i， B-satani' is common both in MBh and in Pali Lit. 
168.32 32b=12.124.34d， cf. a1so 3.122.27bラ5.137.3a，12.118.8b， 13.32.15. There are many simi1ar 
expressions， in which jitendriyαー (v-vx)usually comes at the end of line. - Sprsate is due to the 
meter. Similarly in 5.34.67 (官域ubh)，7.173.6， 12.74.22 (Tr検出h)，13.27.55， 17.3.33 (in front of 
tv-， with which the preceding short vowel is not necessarily counted long by position. See my article 
"Statistic Survey，" p.22f.). 
168.33 Cf. 3.245.14cd udayiistamayαjno hi na socαti nα hrヂジαti. Vicissitudes of life are also a 
favorite theme of K孟lid忌sa.Cf. e.g. Raghuvaqlsa 9.9， Sakuntala 4， vs. 2. 
168.34 Cf. 12.26.25. Murakami compares 35ab with Ud忌navarga2.11， 1atter half (op. cit.， pp. 154 
55). - Wackernagel lists yαtomula as an epic form (AiG， II1， sec. 111， p.287). It occurs here and in 
5.106.7， 11.8.6， R 2.16.15， R 2.86.25. Acc. to Prof. Toru Yagi of Osaka Gakuin Univ. no grammarian 
even after the epic period discusses on the formation of this Bahuv. compound. 
168.35 35ab=12.171.48ab. 35cd=5.42.lOab. This verse comes from Ja IV.173.1-2(467.9). 
168.36 36=12.171.51， 268.6; VayuP 2.31.100. Quoted in Saqlkarabh両yaon BAU 4.3.33， Yoga-
sutrabh匂ya2.42 (Cr. App.). Particularly important is the parallel verse in Udana 11.22-23 (2.2) 
ya'r[L ca kamasukhα'r[L loke yα'r[L c' idα'r[L diviya".，. sukha'r[L， tarihakkhαuαsukhassa te kala".，. rピαgghanti
sojasi'r[L (quoted in Dhvany忌10ka. Cf. Cr.App. and the correction by Murakami， loc. cit.， note.54 
on p.177). For further related passages in Buddhist Lit. and others， see again Murakami， op. cit.， 
p.156f.一一 Kamαsukhα，of which most instances are found in Santi， isa common word in P. Cf. also 
Buddhacarita 1.76. On the other hand， mahii8ukhα， which is found nine times in Apadanみ isabsent 
in the whole epicラ whilemahαt 81ι斜地m is not rare at the end of line in MBh.一一 Theexpression 
'not equal to a sIxteenth portion of' is found in 1.94.60， 2.38.26ヲ3.89.19，171.3， 243.3う 7.35.6，86.29， 
168.16， 8.11.28. 
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aroundラ [resulti時]as suffering and happiness， for living beings. 38 
U nder this circumstance (tad evαrt)ラ oneshould live happilyう dependingupon 
Intellect， with good qualities. One should detest all desires. One should ignore [al) 
attachments. That shameless one is wriggling inside the heart. That is indeed death 
in the guise of mind. 39 
When one totally withdraws his desires just as a tortoise his limbs， light of the self， 
as well as the selfヲsettlesdown in the very self. 40 
When [something] is even slightly (kirrtcid e'l刈 regardedas orぜsown， italways turns 
out to be what brings about agony. 41 
When this one [in the heart] (αuαm) is not afraid [of the others) and they are not 
afraid of hi瓜 andthis one neither wants nor hates [them]う heaccomplishes himself 
as Brahman. 42 
Discarding both truth and falsehood， sorrow and joyうfearand fearlessnessヲdiscarding
completely the agreeable and the disagreeableぅyouwill have peace in your self. 43 
When a wise one does no harm against all beings physicallyラmentallyand orallyラhe
accomplishes himself as Brahman. 44 
Happiness belongs to him who leaves Thirst - that (αsω) life-long disease which is 
hard for fools to leave and which does not wither while one withers. 45 
On this point， 0 King， we hear a song (giithii(る針iyαnti)sung by PiIlgal忌asto how 
168.38 38cd=12.26.21cd.一-etam‘mentioned above' as subha and αsubha in 37b. 
168.40 Almost identical with 12.21.3; 40ab with 6.24.58ab.一一 Thesimile of a tortoise appears in 
12.84.46， 138.24ラ187.6，239.4ヲ 17，313.39， 14.42.45，46.42; KAS 1.15.60; Manu 7.105; also SN 1.15.17， 
IV.179.1 kummo vαrigani sake kαpale. - On the origin of polyptoton such as atmana . . . atmar九see
my article "Dogo-ha印 ukl山 yogen-niMirareru Indo-teki Shii-no Tokushitu (Purport of Polyptoton 
in Ancient Indian Literature)." Philosophical Studies， The Kyoto Philosophical Societyヲ557(1991)， 
pp.1-39. - Hiatus over a Pada boundary (ca atmany) is not abnormal in MBh. -Why atmαjyotis 
in addition to atman? 
168.41 Almost identical with 12.268.8. - 1 have translated kiTficid eva adverbially. 
168.42 42ab=12.21.4ab; cf. 12.243.5ab， 254.16ab; also 12.313.33ab. 42cd=12.243.5cd; cf. 
12.254.16cd， 313.33cd; also (var.) Sa凶 i，App.1 (No.4)， 11.27-28， B12.326.33ヲHarivaIfl品i.30.41
(Cr. App.). - The expression br，訪問αsαm仰のαtεtαdiiconcentrates in Santi in occurrence盈
168.43Ide拭 icalwith B12.276.11 (var.) (Cr. App.); cf. also 12.268.11 (var.ト
168.44 Almost identical with 12.243.6ラ 254.17;(var.) Santi， App.I (No.4)， 11.29-30， B12.326.34， 
Harivary邸 i.30.40(Cr. App.); further 12.21.5， 313.34. - The phrase karmα'lJ-a manasa vaca occurs 
mostly in Santi and Anusasana. Elsewhere it occurs only four times in Vana and Udyoga combined. 
Kiiyenαvacayαmαnasa is the corresponding expression in P. 
168.45 Identical with 3.2.35ヲ 12.268.12，13.7.21. For additional data cf. Cr. App. and Murakami， 
op.c 民 note 41 (p. 176). 一 The B勤r瓦詰誌hm
disease. - Cf. SN II.83.18(76.12) sukhino vαお αrahanto，ta'IJ-ha tesa'l'[tηα 叫jαti，Ja V.280.13 sace 
pi me sar'imTfi ji'IJ-'IJ-α'l'[tr・agopana na j'irαti. 
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she obtained the eternallaw even in her di伍culttime. 46 
In a rendezvous Pi主galaラ aharlotう wasleft alone by her lover.討owin her di伍culty
she then managed to keep her Intellect calm. 47 
PiIlgal瓦said
A mad girlう 1kept company (仰がαvαsam)¥vith a lover who was not mad. 1 did not 
notice before that he was a lover [only] in 1可 presence.48 
1 will shut my house with one post and nine doors. for [then] .九rhowill thin 
is my lover，" when [in fact] a non-lover is coming here? 49 
l¥len without love in the form of [the god] Loveぅplayboys(dhurtii札 he11sin disguise~ 
willno longer trifte with me. 1 am awake. 1 am vigilant. 50 
Even a damage becomes a be町長tby fate or by [the deed] done in the previous [li長j
1 am not undぽ anyexternal influence (nir誌のめ 1am no 10時 era person with 
uncontrolled senses. 51 
She sleぞpshappily without aspirations. Non-aspiration is the highest happine~抗
PiIlgal瓦sleepshappilyぅmakingaspiration into non-aspiration. 52 
Bhlsト討?→泊4
King Senajit enjoyed himself happily， being totally cOllvillced by these and other 
rea話。nableremarks of the Br忌hmana.S3 
Chapter 169 
Yudhisthira said--
168.46 Sr1iyαnti is due to ltlctrical COllstraInt. This form is avoided in 1¥1 ¥vith the variant rcad-
ing gαthiif:L sr~w nαγiidhipα. - The famolls f'pisode of PiIi.玄al<:lis mcntioncd in .Ja II.100-102(:nO) 
(STl aVlIT凶l~lsa). 
168.47 Piilgala ¥va汚 waitingfor Ilcr lovcr to 引 111lC. Cf..Ja 11.101.78 ckピnapunscnαsαddhI7p. 
sαmkctam akdsi. 
168.48 For a sirnilar 1悦 1山 UH(48a) d. 3.57.J C:¥ala)unmαt川 ?αdanumattαd仰 Qηrクatacetasa仇
168.49 Piugala IiO IOIl!主crreacts to lwr rn込ILsiIlc、ehcr soul is in thcメtagedcscrihcd il 6.27.]:3 
navur]vαrε pnre deh'/ηan'αA:'l1rl!anηα ki.m .yαn. 1 adopled t1.丞rcadingil S:んνaknnlam. Hypcr-
H孔r~ l( lhi (kαnleti) is lot rare il '¥IBh cspぞcial1vin frout of it1. S"c m:v artiele "Shift of (寸礼('Slrain th(' 
Tri円ubhof thc I¥lah忌bl品rata"(f，ω.thcoming). 
168.50 Akαmya~~ 'men onc should not love' (ivJ 1.6，7) is also a pωsiblc rcading・ Jiiq子ーもtob(、
[always] vigilant司 likcDa料品(12.15.2，l¥Ianu 7.18). Cf. 5.45.28. 12.171.22ぅ13.:i6.6.
168.52 Sudden changc of pcrson from thc first to the third indicates that tlis verse was inωrpora~cd 
i・rom.Ja Il.101.18-19(330.幻. Cf. also l¥lBh 12.171.1よ汚瓦rpkhyaprava正、anabh勾ya4.11 (cd山)1'on 
p.2149). See 永M山'a叫&ιk岱t試Hnlし，op. (口Lf‘pヲp瞳.169-170会お)rpassages in BhagP a凶 を'oga掛S忌trabh忌勾与ya品前vivaぽEλ氾I山.
168.53 Suk 
and “khαrn c何f品 α仰 ，tμe(いv山'古1討.24叫) 
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While time is thus expiring， bringing destruction to all beingsヲwhatshould we un-
derstand to be bliss (sreyω)? Tell me about itラGrandfather.1 
BhTsma said-
On this point， too， they tell the following old storyー ← aconversation between a father 
and a son. Bear it in mindヲoYudhisthira. 2 
A certain Brahma平adevoted to the study of the Vedas had a bright son called 
Medh瓦vmヲoson of P:rtha. 3 
The sonラversedin the contents of the law for emancipation and well-acquainted with 
wor ldly affairsぅsaidto his father who devoted himself to the sれldyof the Vedas. 4 
“Dadラ whaton earth should a man五rmlypractice with good knowledgeう forlife Is 
slipping away quickly for people? Father， tell me about it in due order in accordance 
with reality so that 1 can perform my life's duty." 5 
The father said 
J¥1y sonぅ afterstudying the Vedas keeping chastityう oneshould try to get sons in 
order to purify forefathers. After establishing fires according to the rule， performing 
sacrificesぅandentering the forestぅoneshould now wish to become an ascetic. 6 
The son said -
When the world is thus tormented and encircled all aroundラ whilethey are coming 
forth unfailingly， why are you talking like a wise person? 7 
169.2 J. Charpentier made a careful comparison ofthe dialogue between a father and a son in this 
chapter with Pali (Hatthip瓦laj弘泊ffi，Ja IV.473f.(509)) and Jain evidence (Uttarajjhaya平a，Chap.14) 
in his "Studien uber die indische Erz忌hlungsliteratur，"ZDMG 62 (1908)， pp.725-747. He shows in 
it that the epic version agrees in expression with the Uttarajjhayal.a better than with the Buddhist 
source (p.744). For Belvalkar's comparison see pp.2149-50 ('drawing upon a floating legend ..， each 
in its own way'). 
169.4 The expression sviidhyiiyakαra-re ratαm sounds pejorative. The son is making fun of his 
father with his questions. 
169.5 This is the only cxample of yathiirthayoga-. It seems almost equivalenもinmeaning to the 
common expression yαthiiyogαm. 
169.6 The father responds to his son's question with the conventional view of the Asramadharma. 
Note that the four Asramas are not treated individually but arranged in the hierarchical order as we 
see in the rvlanusmfti. On the process of systematization of the four Asramas， see N. Watase， "Dhar-
mas忌tra-ni-oiteMiidasareru Asrama-kan (On the Concept of Asramas in Dharmasutras)" Memoirs of 
the Faculty 01 Letters， Tokai University 36 (1982)ぅpp.76(1)-59(18).- Cf. Uttarajjhayal.a 14.9 ahi-
JJa vとepαrivissαvippεputtepαritthappαgihαη1si jiiyii， bhoccii-rαbhoe sαhα itthiyiihi'l'J< iira-r-'fLαgi hohα 
rnu-ri pasatthiiぅJaIV.477.18-21(509.4) adhicca惚 depαriyεsα vittα'IJ<， putte gehe titαpatitt与αpetvii，
gandhe rasεpaccanubhutva sabbα'f!i， αrannα'IJ< siidhu muni so pαsattho. --This verse (var.) is quoted 
in Sal!lkaraラscommentary on BAU iv.5.15 (editor on p.2150). 
169.7 Now the son begins with his questionsもobewilder his father. Cf. J VI.26.11-12(538.102) 
n'tccαmαbbhiihato loko niccαncαpari河内to，αmoghiisuvαiαηtis包 ki'l'J<rna'l'J< rajjena sincαsi; also U ttar. 
???
The father said一一
豆owis the world tormented? By what is it encircled? What are coming forth unfail-
ingly in this world? 1 feel as if you are just scaring me. 8 
The son said 
The world is tormented by death and encircled by aging. Days and nights are coming 
forth as Sl 
Si出nc白elk∞wt白hu部Sう [name1y，]that death does not stand byぅwhyshall 1 waste my time 
with the 1ifestyle covered by the net [of ignorance]? 10 
When life is getting shorter as night after night passesう who，like a fish in shallow 
waterヲ mayobtain happiness? An intelligent person shou1d know that the day is 
really futile [in this situation]. 1 
Death approaches a man while his desires have not been fulfiUed. Death approaches 
and takes him away just as a s1詑-wolf[takes away] a grazing ram with its atte凶 ion
directed elsewhere. 12 
Do what is good today. Do凶 1etyour time pass by you now. Death drags [you] 0百
while your jobs are not finished. 13 
One shou1d do today wha土hewill do tomorrow; in the morning what he will do in the 
afternoon. For death does not wait whether he has done it or not. ¥iVho evcr knows 
14.21.αbbhiihayα'fJimi 10gii'fJimi savvao parれ)iir~e ， αmohiihi'fJì pαclantfhi'fJi giha'fJisiηα rai'fJi labhe. 
Amoghiisu (fem.pl.) corresponds to ritri:;>u. 
169.8 Cf. Ja V1.26.13-14(538.103) kenα-m-abbhiigαto loko kenαcαpαγzvaηto， kiiyoαmoghii gacd凶-
nti， tam m，eαkkhiihi pucchito (cf. SI¥ 1.89.16-19); Uttar. 14.22 ke7}oα bbhiihαo logo ke7}oαvi Pαrzviirzo， 
ki 凶 αmohii叩 tijiiyii cintiivaro hume. 
169.9 Cf. Ja V工26.15-16macc包ぜ abbhiihatoloko jariiyαpαriviirito， ratyiiαmoghii 9αcchαnti， eむαm
Jiηii}a khattiν仏 Sn113.13-14(8.8) evamαbbhiihato loko maccurほ cαjariiyαcα，tαsmii dhfrii nαsocar出
viditvii lokαpar切iiyarrt，Thera 47.14-15(448) mαcc問、αbbhiihαtoloko， jαγ匂αpαriviirito，ta7}ohiisallena 
ot叩 7}oo，icchiidhupiiyito sαdii (cf. a1so 449); Uttar. 14.23 macC11~1ii 'bbhiihαo 10go jariie pαγωiirio‘ 
αmohii raya'f}.f vuttii evαT[' tiiyαvijii'f}.αha; also SN 1.90.1-4(214) 、 13~-16(216) ， Ja VI.46.3 te chetvii 
mαccuno jilαれ MBh12.309.17 mr;~yuniibhyiihαtε loke jarayii paripfc1ite，αmoghiis'u pαtntfsu dhar-
m勾 iinenαsαrJi，tαra.
169.10 This lifestyle is exactly of his father‘s. 
169.11 For the simi1c of a fish in shallow water， cf. Thera 40.15 (362のう 4~5.2 (387d) maccho 
αppodake yathふ JaVI.26.1O (538.101c)αppodakεva macchiinarrt. ~ Divαsαoccurs、inMBh， both 
in the masc. and the neut. 
169.12 Cf. Dhp 14.1-4(47) (Puppavagga) pupphiini h'ε叩 pαcinanta'fJi匂 iisattαmαηαsa'fJinαγαmタ
Sぱ ta'fJigiimα'fJimαhoghoむαmαccuiidiiyαgαcchati， a1so (48); further MBh 12.309.19ラ Vi与1.lusm計i
20.42; and below note on 17. ~ Enomoto poses a question about two ivαs in the same subordinate 
sentence. 
169.13 Cf. Uttar. 14.28ab ajjeva dhα'mmα'fJi pac1ivα:ijαyiimo JαhiT[1 pavαnnii nαpu7}oαbbhαviimo; 
Apadana 506.5(545.22ab) ajj' e叩 kiccα'fJikiitabbaTfL ko jαnriii mαra'f}.αTfL suve. ~ The epic aorist 
of gii-is always augmented (αtyαgii;~) in the prohibitive construction. 
? ??
for whom the army of death will set up a camp today? 14 
While young， one should be duty-oriented (dharmαsila) ， for life is a casual thing. 
When duty is observed， fame [is obtained] in this world and happiness af七ecreath.15 
Being possessed by delusion， toiling for his sons and wife， and doing what is to be 
done or not to be dOI丸 [anordinary person] is taking care of their welfare. 16 
Death takes him away who is absorbed in his sons and cattle with his mind attached 
[to property just as] a great fiood (mαhα包ghovi) [takes away] a sleeping tiger. 17 
Death takes him away who is engaged in collection (s鈎α'fJlC~仇η似t励
with [attained objects of] desires just as a tiger takes away a cow. 18 
'This has been done'， 'This should be done¥Further，μThis has been done partly¥ 
Death brings him under his control who， in this way， isattached to the happiness of 
aspiration (ihiisukhα). 19 
Death takes him away who， clinging to his fieldヲ shopand houseう isattached to the 
resl出ラ (tl山
Why do you remain with a feeling of contentment， when death， old age， disease and 
su百'eringwith many causes are sticking to your body? 21 
Right upon his birth death follows a born person together with old age until the end 
169.14 This verse is quoted in VU;lI).Usm:rti 20.41. 14abニ12.309.72ab. 14ef=12.309.72 (var.). 
Cf. Ja IV.481.25-27 (Gop孟la'swords) hiyyo ti hiyyo ti poso pa陀 ti[pαrihayati]，αnagatαrp， n' etam 
atthiti natva uppannachαndαrp， [ko] panudεyyαdhiro. 
169.15 Sila in the compound is analyzed in M. Hara "Sila-kenkyu: Meishi-re碍 ou(A Note on the 
8anskrit Word; SIla: Nominal Compound)，" lndian Philosophy and Buddhism 6 (8apporo 1991)ヲ
pp.42-74; also his “Sila-ke計りru: Nominal Compound [Ho] (A Note on the 8anskrit Word Silα: 
Nominal Compound [Addenda])，" Op. Cit. 7 (8apporo 1992)， pp. 18-23. Casual nature of life is also 
referred to in 8n 112.23(574ab) αnimittαm αηannatαrp， mαccaηαrp， idhαji主点arp，.
169.17 Va is a good evidence to show that this verse is a revision of Dhp 81.1-2(287) (Magga-
vagga) tαrp，p叫tαpαsusαmmattαrp， byasattαmα問 Sαrp， narαrp， suttarp， gamαrp， mahoghoりαmaccuadayα 
gαcchati. viα(=初α)，which makes sense in Dhp， isconverted into va in this verse. Cf. also do. 
14.1-4(47) (mahogho va). P gamαrp， is evidently more natural than MBh vyaghram in relation to 
mαhaugho. The text is changed in 8 toれかnoghoor ivaraftye at the sacrifice of mahaugho va: a sign 
of further textual development in the southern recension. Enomoto points out that this passage is 
closer to the version in Patna Dhammapada 365， which reads mαhogho va. 
169.18 Cf. Uttar. 13.22 jaheha siho va miyarp， 9αhaya maccii nararp， nei 仇 αntakale.- 1 read 
evainαrp， (8) for two reasons. First， ekαrp， does not make good sense; second， itruns so both in 
12.309.19 and in 317.24. Enαrp， here refers to the person described in the preceding verse. - Adayα 
appears redundant but there is no way of revision;αraftye (8) does not agree with pasum， while 
amogho is weak in M8. evidence (only M5 inf. liη. ). 
169.19 The邑rstline contains direct speeches. Cf. Uttar. 14.15 imαrp， ca me atthi imαrp， cα nαtthi 
imarp， cαme kicca imarp， αkiccαrp" tarp， evαm evarp， lalαppαmaftarp， hα7・ahαrantiti kahαrp， pαmae. 
169.20 Krtanarp， . . . kαrmαftam is the direct speech of the person in question. 
169.21 Cf. Dhp 38.6(135cd) evαrp， jara ca macc包 Cα 匂ω!"pacenti paftinαrp，. - In the epic，初αis
usually added to svα8thαto show that a person， a mental substance or an animal has that feeling 
expressed by the word. 8ee 3.281.4， 7.79.18ヲ9.6.20，R 2.52.2， R 2.63.17， R 7.45.12. 
????
[of his life]. By the two are possessed these movable and imrIlovable beillgS. 22 
The joy of a person who lives in the village --this is indeed a house of death. The 
wild forest --this is indeed a meeting place of the gods. Thus s句rsthe 8cripture. 2:1 
The joy of a person who lives in the village-this is a binding rope. Good people 
cut this [rope] and enter [the wild forest]. Bad people do not cut it. 24 
One is not bound [by actions] if he does not harm lives by his rnentalラ
oral or physical deedsラ whichdeprive [others] of their lives a凶 property(jfvitiirthι 
panα卯 nα).25 
珂oone ever stands against the advancing army of death except truthfulnessラwhich
should not be forsaken. lndeedぅirnmortalityis based upon truthfulness. 26 
Therefore， one should overcome death by means of truthfulnes民 livingwith the vow 
ofむuthfulnessうintentupon the Yoga of truthfulnessうtakingpleasure in truthfulnessラ
and bei時 equal[to beings] and restrained [in sense-organs]. 27 
Both immortality and death live in the [same] body. One meets death with ignora恥 e.
One meets immortality with truthfulr詑s.28 
80 1 will leave death like an immortal‘bei時 harmless[to living beings]， looking for 
tむn凶uhばlf出
su宜er丘~ing and happiness. 29 
1 will be on the sunウsnorth-bound courseラ beingrestrained [in sense-organs]う content
with the sacrifice of peace (必ntiyα'Jnα)ラ performingsacrifice with speechラ mindand 
action， and abiding as a l¥luni in the Brahmα抑'Jnα30
169.23 S preserves the correct reading mrtyor vai. - See editorヲsnote (p.2150) for his interpre-
tation of the second line. 
169.24 Renunciation of secular life is recommended with this verse again in 12.309.70， 316.37. 
Arthαtr~1J- ii is called nibαndhαni in 5.27.5.一一ThereIs a passage related to this versc， which is quoted 
from the Sruti!， inJa II.396.5-7(411.7): mjju切 iαmbanzc' esii yi gehe vαsαto mti， etam pi chεおana
叩 Jαntidhirii， anapekkhino kiimasukhaT(L pahiiya 
169.25 On jivitiirthiipanayanα1 cannot agree with the editoピsinterpretation 'a1 those karmans 
that deprive one of the [true] aim (aims?) of lifeう (p.2150).In translation 1 accepted Enomoto句S
advice to follow Nllaka♀tha苛sinterpretation. 
169.26 Mrtyusenii in 12.169.14， 309.72. Note that it occurs frequently in P in the form of mαc-
cuno senii. On this verse Charpe凶 ier(p.741， n.2) refers to Mhv III， p.457， 19(u.a.)， Divyavad. 
p.68ヲ20(u.a.).- Asa'f!LtyiijyαT(L looks isolated in this verse. Jt reads in 1¥1 and some other 1¥188.: 
baliit sαtyαm rte tv ekαT(L ， . . . byforce only except truthfulness'. Cf. editorラsnote on p. 2150. 
169.27 Satyαyoga-does not occur outside this verse. On the other hand， sat'yαdhαrm"α(M5-7) is 
a common expression in the epic. Howeverヲ1adopted satyανoqa-ヲfo11owingEnomotoヲsopinion， as
it occurs in major MSS. 
169.30 This is the only epic instance of siintiyα:jnα. - As to the north-bound course， cf. BAU 
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How can a person like me worship with cattle-sacri 五ces (担Fα 4釦t包L古抑α匂j元伽α司)which b校ri泊n
harm [to living beings]， or a wise with perishable (ar山 vat)sacrifices of the K号atriyas
(k$αtnαuαj出)like a Pisaca? 31 
He should obtain all， ifhis speech and mind as well as austerity， renunciation and 
Yoga are always in concentration properly. 32 
There is no eye equal to knowledge. There is no power equal to knowledge. There is 
no sufferi時 equalto passion (riigα). There is no happiness eql凶 torenunciation. 33 
If one is based on the self (iitmαni$Phα)， being born in the self through the self， he 
will be born [again] in the same self， even without offspring. Offspring do not make 
me cross [over the ocean of transmigration]. 34 
For a Br詰1ma平athere is no wealth like these: unity， tranquility， truthfulness， disposi-
tion (s?:la)， abiding (sthiti) [in the law]ラforgiveness(dαr:tcf，anidhiina)， integrity (iヴαt吟F
and abstinence from this組 dthat， [i.e.] from [various wrong] actions. 35 
What is the use of wealth for YOu? Or what is the use of relations for YOu? What is 
the use of a wife， 0 Brahmal.a， for you who are to die? Search for the self hidden in 
the cave [of your heart]. Where is your grandfather gone， and your father? 36 
5.10.1-2.一一 Theform udag勾αneis due to the meter. - Here brahmα.yajna probably means 'con-
centration in Brahman (symbolized as the sacrifice of Brahman)'. Cf. 6.26.24 (Gita). The word also 
means 'colloquies or the teaching and recitation of the Vedas'. Cf. e.g. below 12.173.46. 
169.31 Neither k~atrayajña nor 勾atriyαyajnαisfound outside this verse in the epic. This bloody 
sacrifice is referred to in SBr 13.4.1.2匂αtriy勾 ajna包 vi勾αyadasvαmedhα与 Cf.also AB 8.3.5， 
MaI悶E
αt仇f反4伝ぎぬuddhiy抑包ktおG吟与 pas1品ghitit.
169.32 For a parallel verse see 12.288.24. 
169.33 A similar verse in 12.316.6 (tapα1) for balam). Cf. further Dhp 71.1-2(251)が atthiriigasamo 
勾 gin' atthi dosasamo gaho， n' 抵抗imohasαma'f!t jiila'f!t n' atthi ta'IJ-hasama nadi; also Dhp 57.3-
4(202ab). For similar locutions see MBh 12.142.10， 144.7， 258.29， 304ム13.16.11，61.89. 
169.34 On r切手持αasa latter member of the compound， see AiG， c 868. - Ap71αi，jo 'pi，錨 ason 
ordinarily makes foref.剖 herscross over the ocean. Cf. 14.93.45ab pitfηlS tri'IJ-it tiirayati putra ity 
anuSusruma， also 1.147.5， 5.116.7， 12.168.6， 13.99.30， R 2.99.12. It is said， in1.68.47， that a son is 
the self born through the self. 
169.35 1 prefer reading sila'f!t (8) instead of sile in the thought that sthiti normally anticipates 
dharma. Cf. 3.54.31， 275.41， 6.115.56， 12.251.23， 13.51.44， 15.16.12， 22.22. - There is no ground for 
the editor's interpreta土ionof da'IJ-clanidhiina‘self-castigation (in the event of any lapses)' (p.2151). 
Evidently this compound corresponds to the expression in Dhp 114.1-2(405) nidhiiya da'IJ-cla'f!t 
bhutesu tαsesu thii切符拘 ca，yo na hanti na ghateti tam aha'f!t brumi brahma'IJ-a'f!t; do 40.5(142c)， 
8n 6.14(35a)， 120.18(629)， Ja IV.452.23(505.20c)， V.148.28(522.36c)， etc.; Manu 6.48; Charpentier， 
op.cit.， p.741， n.5. A violent person who will not relinquish punishment is called attada'IJ-clαin e.g. 8n 
182f.(IV.15) (Attada材結utta).- This verse is quoted inおxp.kara'scomm. on BAU ivι9 (editor's 
note， p.2151). 
169.36 Cf. 12.309.71 ki'f!t te dhαnena ki'f!t bandhubhis te， ki'f!t te putra坊 putrakαyomαri~yasi， 
iitmiinam anvicchαguhii'f!t pra仇#α'f!t， pitamahiis te kvαgatiis ca sarve. Alsoむttar.14.17 ab dha'IJ-e'IJ-a 
ki'f!t dhammαdhuriihigare sayα'lJ-et1-a va初mα.gut1-ehicevα. - This verse is quoted， ina variant form， 
in 8axp.kara's comm. on BAU iv.5.15 (editor's note loc. cit.). 
? ?? ?
BhIsma said -
The father did so at the above words of his son， 0 King. You， too， live in the same 
waJ人intentupon the law of truthfulness (sαtyadhαrmα). 37 
Chap主er170 
Yudhisthira said-
Whether rich or poorうhappinessand su宜'eringfall on those who live in their own way. 
Gra吋 fatherラwho[obtains happiness and suffering] or how? 1 
BhIsma said -
On this pointうtoo，they tell the following old storyぅwhichwas sung by Samyaka who 
was free [from defects] and was主esti時 inpeace. 2 
Once 1 was told by a certain Brahma早awho was engaged in renunciation (tyiigα)ラ
bei時 tormentedby a bad wife (kudiire'(ta)ラ apoor garment and hunger. 3 
"From birth onward various kinds of su百'eringand happiness fall upon a man born in 
this world. 4 
If [the teacher] should lead (αbhisα'f!Lnayet) him into one of the two coursesヲhewould 
not rejoice upon having happiness. Nor would he agonize upon having su百ering.5 
You are neither doing what is bliss nor what you desire for yourselfラ carryingthe 
burden [of government] without rest in spite of your unwillingness (αkiimatmiipi). 6 
169.37 The word satyadhαrma already appears in the RV and is fairly common in MBh and 
the Ram忌ya苧abut 1 find it in Pali Lit. only in the form catusαccαdhamma， which occurs twice in 
presumably younger parts of J瓦taka(J 1. 153. 16 (frame) ， II.128.15(v.i.). 
170.1 NIlakantha comments on svatantrinah with the word svasiistriinusiirinah. - Kah cannot be 
the correlative of sukhαduly，khagamαSヲforthen it would express a strong negation of the experience of 
happiness and suffering. In addition， itsounds natural to me to put a pause at the p誠 aboundary. 
But Enomoto translates the last pada:“Grandfather， what is [the falling of happiness and su宜ering]
or how?" 
170.2 Vi-m~ιktαー in the epic， ordinarily does not have a highly religious meaning such as 'free 
[from transmigration， i.e.， emancipated]' but it means 'devoid [of one's own particular object such as 
armour， a rope， ear-rings， etc.]¥Here 'defect(s)ラ maybe best considered as the object of the word. 
Cf. e.g. 12.161.42 vimuktαdo拘与 samalo~tαkiiñcαnα与 sa mucyαtε du与khαsukhiirthasidde与
170.3 1 follow Enomoto in translating kudiira not by 'a person with a bad wife' but simply by 
"a bad wife'. Enomoto gives two rεasons for this translation: (1) darα(sg.) is attested in 12.168.6ラ
(2) a renouncer is not totally distinguishable from a viinaprastha accompanied by a wife (cf. e.g. 
12.185.1(2)). - This is the only instance of kucaila in MBh. For kucela-see v.l. (S) of this verse， 
and 5.34.38， 12.192.83， 237.7. 
170.5 As to 'one of the two courses' recall12.168.25ab. - It is not necessary to take daivam (editor 
on p. 2151) as the subject of abhisαT[tnayet. - This is the only instance of the verb abhisaT[t-昨 in
MBh. 
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As a non-owner you will walk around and eat happily. A non-owner lies down and 
gets up happily. 7 
Non-possession is happiness in this world， which is sound， peaceful， healthy and invit-
ing no enemies(αnamitr，α). Now this [non-possession]， which is di伍cultto attain [for 
ordinary people]， is easy to get for the virtuous. 8 
Searching the three worlds， 1 don't find anyone e弓ualto a pure person who has no 
property but owns [Dharma] entirely. 9 
1 weighed non-possession担ldkingship in the balance. Poverty surpassed even king-
ship in terms of qua1ity. 10 
There is a big difference between non-possession and kingship， [namely，] a rich person 
is always scared as if in the mou七hof death. 11 
Neither fire， the sun， death， nor the D総 yusoverpower a person who is without 
aspirations and free from [the suffering due to] the loss of wealth. 12 
Gods admire a person who is always in peace， wandering at his own willラandlying 
coverless with his arm as a pillow. 13 
A rich person possessed by anger and greed (lobhα) and devoid of intelligence， a bad 
person with an oblique glance， a dry mouth and a frowning face， 14 
biting his lower lip， angry and speaking harsh words - who wants to watch him even 
if he is willing to offer the earth? 15 
An unintelligent person is deluded by living together with prosperity perpetually. She 
170.7 If the first line concerns the life of a renouncer in the daytime and the second his life at 
night， iisviidαyi邦 αti(M1 ，5-7， etc.) would be a better reading. But Deussen seems to understand 
thatヲbeinga renouncer， you will have the same happy life as a renouncer has. 
170.8 On the五rstpada cf. Udana 14.17(2.6) sukhino vαta ye akincanii， vedαguno hijαnii akincanii; 
Dhp 63.5(221d) akincanarp， niinupαtanti dukkha， etc. - Atho beginning a new sentence，αηαmitram 
is to be construed with the first line. 
170.9 Upapαnnαoften accompanies sa門Jagu1}<αorsαrvadharmαin MBh. 1 adopted 古 harma'in 
view of 12.62.6 sαrvadhαrmopapannαsyαsα付加tαsyαkrtiitmα関与 (descriptionof a pure Brahma料
170.10 For a similar composition see the Gatha quoted in VasDhS 2.42 brahmahαtyiirp， ca vrddhirp， 
m 如iαyiisamαtolayat， αti~thad bhr・i1}<ahiiko如irp， viirdhu~坊 sαmakαmpatα.
170.11 On the expression 'in the mouth of death' cf. e.g. Sn 152.17-18(776cd) }取inarii mαccu-
mukhe lαpαnti avftatαnhiisεbhaviibhavesu. 
170.12 Fire， the sun， death are three ofthe five forms which the king reveals in his punishment. Cf. 
12.68.4lf.， Manu 7.4f. On the Dasyus， cf. below 12.171.36 dhaηαm asyeti puru~αrp， p匂rii nighηαnti 
dαsyava与.
170.16 Abhfk手間Sαrp，viiso(S) may be the original reading. The N recension preferred the third 
Vipula. - As to the 'autumnal cloud' cf. 12.28.6; f凶 her6.28.38 (Glt司， 6.112.130， 7.133.20， R 




(prosperity) takes his mind away just as the wind [takes away] an autumnal cloud. 16 
1'¥ ow the pride in appearanceう aswell as the pride in property， takes hold of him. 
[Further， such ideas occur as]ヨamof a noble family. 1 am perfect. 1 am not 
an ordinary person.' His mind is drenched byもheseもhreecauses (i.e. prides of 
appearanceラ propertyand birth). 17 
Thus with his mind drenched [by the three causes] he squanders his riches stored by 
his forefathersヲloseseverything and justi五esthe seizure of others' property. 18 
Kings hold him in check who transgressed the norm of society plundering from here 
and there， just as hunters [shoot] a beast with arrows. 19 
In this way， these and other various su百eringsヲ arisingfrom the contact of body， 
assault a man in this world. 20 
U nderstanding a common practice one should treat by means of Intellect those great 
sufferings both of necessary and unnecessary types. 21 
Without renunciation one does not get happiness. Without renunciation one does not 
attain the highest. Without renunciation one does not rest in peace. Renounce all 
and be happy." 22 
Samyaka， a Br詰lma平民 explainedit to me once in this way in Hastinapura. Therefore 
renunciation is considered the highest. 23 
Chapter 171 
Yudhisthira said-
170.17 A parallel verse in 12.28.7 (prasicyaii). Cf. also 12.253.38cd siddho 'smiti mαi'f!L cαkre 
iatαs tα'f!L miina仇討αt.~ Prasicyat:e ('is drenched') can mean 'is poured out [to the sense-object]， 
or 官owsforth' (4th cl.). The verb sic-is often used with citta in Pali Lit. Cf. e.g. Ni泊dd1298.12込申
14(作v.i.)sα勾yαmε仰りααti伽ηα'f!L戸 C口it伐tεηmα αb防h臼低Cωαti:αahαm α郎sm'/， 仇 S刈αiおopα1'!clitおopα元dαU叩ibuddl刻t2r凶 d偏dてが1i f 
仇bh凶iωI初1りvi厄τmεedlんtiωi却viτti伐z句;SN IV.78.7-8. 
170.18 Identical with 12.28.8. 
170.19 Cf. 12.28.9(var.). 19d=3.HI8.26d. 
170.20 A variant in 12.28.13; cf. 2.5.56ab. ~ Giiirasa'f!Lspαrsα:ja 'born from the contact of body 
[with the object of sense-organ]ラcoロespondi時 toP kiiyasamphass勾α.
170.21 21b buddhyii bh切手αJYαmiicarlεt. This treatment is called d包与khabhα時句yain 11.7.17; cf. 
also 12.317.13 priα:jnaya manasa'f!L d吟khα'f!Lhαnyiicchariramαu$adhai};，. The word lokadharmαis 
absent in Dharmasutras and major Sm~tis ， but it is fairly common in P. This word (pl.) is explained 
in PTS Dic.: 'common practice， things of the worldヲworldlyconditions'. ~ Translation modified 
according to Enomoto's opinion. 
170.22 1 read r問、bhανα与(T，G 1-3，6，M5， etc.) considering that 'abhayぜisthe noun ('safety') or the 
proper noun (Dhftar雨ドゲsson) in MBh. 
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If he who is under the power of Thirst for wealth should not obtain propertyうtrying
to get [the result of] his undertakingsぅinwhat way should he attain happiness? 1 
BhIsma said 
He will become happy， 0 son of Bharataラ ifhe possesses impartiality to al [be-
i時 s]う lackof exertion， true speech， complete indifference， and absence of desire for 
gain. 2 
Elders say that these are exactly the five words for tranquility. This is heaven， Dharma 
and the highest happiness for the virtuous. 3 
On this point，も00ヲtheytell the following old story， sung by I'vfaitki out of complete 
indifference. Bear it in mindぅoYudhisthira. 4 
Aspiring after property and being ba毘edagain and againラI'vfankibought a pair of 
calves with a small amount of his remaining property. 5 
Now the two calvesラboundtightly， came out for training and ran suddenly against a 
camel sitting in the center (of the road]. 6 
When they rode upon his shoulder-part， the camel stood up indignantly and dashed 
at full speedヲtossingup the calves. 7 
At the sight of his calves taken away and almost dying by the whirling camelラ日ankiラ
in that [sih則 ion]，uttered the following words. 8 
“Even an experienced person， being united properly with his confidence and 
wor king towards his wishヲ cannotexpect a property which has not been五xed[by 
fate]. 9 
1 have been working in spite of damages 1 suffered before for what 1 did. Look at this 
predestined trouble for me due to the cωonca土加e白na抗tion(of forces] (s α m仰g伊αt句yμ州d司).10 
[The camel] is going as if on a rough [course] lifting up my calves again and againぅ
like a jackal with a trap [on himself] tossing up the unexpected gain [in the trap] 
171.1 1ab=13.149.lOab. -This chapter has been analyzed and translated into Japanese by Prof. 
Shinkanはurakamiin his "M uyoku-to立ushoyu(Desirelessness and Non-possession)." See above 
note on 168.1. 
171.3 A similar locution in 12.258.20ab pitii svαrgα与pitiidharm吟 pitiiparama初 TfLtapα与
171.5 Besides this verse， MaI立iappears only in 12.173.3ラalongwith Bali， Prahr忌da，and Namuci， 
who attained their aims through knowledge. 
171.9 Cf. 6.29.21-23ab (Glta). 
171.10 Krtasya (pass.) cannot qualiかmama.
? ??
( kiikatiiliyα). 11 
wly dearest calves are hanging down [like] two jewel-pendants of a camel. Fate is 
indeed fa叫tless(勾ddhα)like this. Hence there is no 1股 ofhuman e百ort.12 
Or even if it may be possible for us to continue our efforts anyhow， fate does 
13 remmn. 
Thereforeう onewho desires happiness should resort to complete indi百erencein this 
world. He sleeps happily who has neither interest in nor concern with achievement of 
his objects. 14 
Ahう Sukasaid the right thing司 beingfree from everythingう whenhe was setting out 
(píati~thαtii) for the forest from the house of J anaka. 15 
“Between a person who wants to attain all desires and a person who wants to renounce 
them completely， total renunciation is superior to the attainment of all desires. 16 
No one ever has come to the end of all desires for possession. [Only] Thirst for his 
body and life gets bigger for a foo1." 17 
Turn away from desires for possession. Be calm. Be indi宣erent，0 lny own (miimaka)! 
You have been betrayed more than once. Still you are not indifferentラomy body! 18 
If you do not want me ruined， ifyou thus want to be with me， donうtunite me with 
greed in vainぅoseeker of wealth! 19 
Goods accumu1ated over and again have been lost to you over and again. Idiot! when 
are you setting freeぅoseeker of wealth! your aspiration after wea1th? 20 
Alas句 whata fo01 1 wasぅ as1 was your puppct! ¥Vhy on earth will a man (pUíU~α) 
171.11 K品atal?:yαmis not the adv.(editor) but the noun and the object of utki}iptyα. It occurs， 
in R 3.39.16、asthe noun with a negative connotation: 'unexpected [destruction]'. In this verse it 
means an unexpected game or ftesh (cf. 12.136.28) in the trap. 
171.12 Va in vOi}tァαsyaprobably reftects P vα( =Skt.おα). Cf. also editorial note on p.2152. 
Enomoto points out the possibility of hyper-sarpdhi ma'(Li^ivα 
171.14 Cf. 12.168.52ヲJaII.101.18-19 (330.3). 
171.15 Note the epic anomaly in pαrimucyata with the suffix of the pres. ppl. act. The 4th class 
is not attested in Msh. --S reads prati~thαmiinenα(middle). The pres. ppl. of prasthii-， inMB九
has the active ending only here and in 12.171.46ラ R 2.87.20、志社社lethe middle ending in 3.297.36， 
37， 4.43.18， 9.28.11， 13.121.5. --After conversation with Janaka (12.313)司 Sukawent northwards to 
Mt. Saisira and came to the asylum of his father Vyasa (12.314). 
171.16 This verse is quoted in Manu 2.95 (var.ト-Thesεwords of Suka's are not found in the 
passage around 12.313 and 314. 
171.18 MaIlki thus addressed his own body. He addresses his manas in the southern recension. 
171.21 It is hard to read the verse with the reading ki'f!L nαiva. It may be wcak in evidence but 
1 have adopted ki'f!L nv eva'f!L (B9; and variants in other ~1汚 S.)， assuming that ki'f!L naiva is the 
corruption. Here S offers the easier reading ko nv eva'f!L. --Pun符αI}， namely，‘if not a puppet¥ 
??? 】
thus be a servant of others? 21 
トJeitherearlier nor later generation ever reached the end of their desires. Giving Up 
all undertakingsラ 1am awake. 1 am vigilant. 22 
o desire! your heart is really stubborn， being made of the essence of diamond， as it is 
not torn ir印 ahundred [pieces]， penetrated by a hundred fa凶 s.23 
1 will get rid of you， 0 desire! and whatever you like. 1 donうtfeel happiness in myself 
when 1 am looking for your happiness. 24 
1 am aware of your root， 0 desire! You are born from conception (sαrp，kαlpα)ぅthey
say. 1 will not conceive yoU. You will disappear along with your root. 25 
It is not comfortable to aspire after wealth. With acquisition oneうsanxiety gets 
bigger. Loss of property is (unpredictable] like death. It may be or may not be orぜs
property. 26 
If one fails to own after reaching it， wh抗 ismore painful than this? One does not get 
satisfied with what he obtained. He tries to get still more. 27 
Property is addictive (α則的γ~ulα) like the sweet water of the [heavenly] Ganges. 
Howeverぅitleads me [only] to lan悶 ltations(mαdviliipαnα). 1 am awake. Leave [me， 
o desire!]. 28 
The gro叩 ofelements (bhiitαgriimα)， clinging to this body of mine - you leave here 
according to your wish or stay here at your pleasure! 29 
1 don三五ndpleasure in you here [in my body]ヲ inthe followers of desire and greed. 
171.22 On 22d recall Pingala's words in 12.168.50. 
171.23 The expression‘heart made of the essense of diamond' and the like in 7.50.49， 54， 8.5.24 
(vαr，jriid dn1hαtara'T[L hrdαuαm)， 34， 9.2.4ヲ R2.55.9. - On 23d cf. 6.115.4， 7.8.10， 9.9.39， 11.17.25， 
14.60.9ラ15.22.12，R 4.23.10. 
171.24 See 12.168.36 and note on kiimasukhα. 
171.25 This verse corresponds to Ja II.450ふ4(421.4)](also Niddl 2.12-13， 28.32-33) addasαm 
kiima te miilα'T[L， sα'T[Lkappii kiimαjiiyasi， na tα'T[L s a 'T[Lkα，ppayissiimi， eva'T[L kiimαna hohisi， 
Udanavarga 2.1 (var.). Cf. further羽Bh3.2.65，34.30，6.26.19，28.24， 12.157.8，266.5，290.55， 13.84.11， 
16; ChUp 8.2.10， Manu 2.3ヲ5，Yajnavalkyasmfti 1.1.7. 
171.26 Cf. 5.133.25 athαdvαigu'fbyam 'ihiiyii'T[L phαla'T[L bhavαti vi na vi. 
171.27 As to the conjunctive use of the relative pronoun (here ya1! for yadi kαscit)， see Speyer， 
88， sec.459(3); his V88， sec. 271(2). - miirgαti here and in 3.232.13 (pαri-)， 5.70.8， while miirgate 
in R 2.93.33 (pαri-)， R 5.35.10， R 6.61.13. 
171.28 Ar出向r~ulαoccurs only here and in 11.7.17αnutαr~ulam evαitad d包与khα'T[Lbhavαti bhiirαtα; 
αtar~ulαm (adv. 'without desire') in 12.206.21. Cf. AiGラII2，3312 (α-tar~ulam) ， PS 3.2.134， 16lf. 
('habitual disposition'， etc.). - The Ganges of sweet water is called SUTiαnad'i in 6.79.5. 
171.29 Bhiitagriima 'the group of organs¥Cf. BhG 17.6 and Saqlkara's commentary on it (kara'fba-
samud勾α).
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80 leaving all of youヲ1will resort only to truthfulness. 30 
8eeing al beings in the body and the mind of my own selfう keepingIntellect in Y ogaう
resolve in the scriptureぅandmind in Brahman， 31
1 will wander happily around the world without attachments and ailments 50 thatうm
this way， you will not put me in 5ufferings again.担
For me driven by yo民 thereis no other way [than being put in sufferings]ヲ smceヲ O
desire! you are always the origin of Thirst， sorrow and exhaustion. 33 
Loss of propertyラ 1thinkうisexcessive pain， greater than everything because kinsmen 
and friends look down upon him who has fallen from his property. 34 
Detriments are hardest for a person without property due to a thousand contempts. 
Any small amount of happiness whatsoever in property is allotted to for the sake of 
su百erings.35 
In the past， Dasyus were attacking a man [who lost his property]， thinki時 thathe 
[stil] had property. And [now] kings are always frightening [the poor] with various 
punishments. 36 
For long 1 have realized that suffering is the state of being dull and greedy. 0 desire! 
you adhere to whatever you catch hold of. 37 
You are ignorant of the reality. You are a young boy hard to please. You are an 
insatiable fire. You don't know what you can get easily and what you cannot. 38 
Like the [awful] P批忌layo民 insatiableOI民 tryto unite me with sufferings. You will 
not be able to enter me againぅodesire! 39 
171.31 Strange combination of words in srute sαttvαm and mano brahmα引.The editor、sinterpre-
tation of sαttvα('Sattva Gut:la') is not convincing. 
171.32 ~仇俳句yami/-mα(intrans.) mostly in Virã~a. 
171.34 The epic comparative of mahat is mahattαγαin a1 passages exept in 5.118.14 (mαhiyαs ).
171.35 Hyper-sarp.dhi (here k勾拘tαraAαdhαne)is not rare in epic Sanskrit. It is avoided in 
T，Gヲetc.with the singular. - Do/?a与isequivalent to d吟khめ inmeaning. Thus the訟stline 
is a repetition of the preceding verse. - Dul}khail}: the Instr. for 'cause， motiも巳 reason'. Cf. Speyer， 
SSラsection72(7); also first examples in Delbruck， AiS， section 87 (Instrume武alisdes Grundes). 
171.36 The editor seems to construe pura with tatpur切 'fJiklisyαnti ... (p.2152). In spite of 
weaker MS. evidence 1 read raJano (D7宅 T1，G2ヲ3，6)ち firstbecause it makes sense with d仰向il}ラ
second because klisyαti in the sense 'to torment' is unusual in MBh. The only instance is found in 
4.23.19. Normally， the stem kli勾α-is used in the intransitivc and the passive form. lncidentallyぅ
there is the pres. indicative of the 9th cl. in 2.62.12う 12.68.17，70.18， 72.9う 13.84.1.
171.37 M.αndalol1ιpata is a hap. lεタ・
171.38 Cf. PW， Nachatrage zu 1-V， s.v.αpurfL仏 adj.unersatt1ich:αnala， Spr.3400. -38cd "You 
dorピtmind "Hence， the expression in 37cd. 
171.39 Ravat:laラsawful palace is compared with P忌talain R 6.31.26. - du手purαisequivalent to 
ヮ ?? ?
Attaining indifference [to worldly objectsJ thanks to the 10ss of my property by acci-
dent， now 1 donヲtcare for desires， having reached the highe8t contentment. 40 
1 will end ure extreme a理iction8in this world. 1 will not wake up as a man without 
Intellect. Ba自edby the 1088 of propertyヲ1will lie [on a bed at nightJ without agony 
in my whole body. 41 
1 will completely get rid of you， 0 desire! discarding all my longings. You will not 
play with me again， 0desire! as if using a nose-cord. 42 
1 wiU be patient with those who are not patient. 1 wiU not injure when 1 am 
injured. When spoken of badlyぅ1will speak a nice thing， ignoring his disagreeable 
[speech]. 43 
Being always content and possessed of independent sense-organsラmakinga living with 
what 1 obtained， 1 will not let you， 0 my enemy! achieve your purpose. 44 
Total indifferenceラ contentment，satisfaction [with the knowledge]， peace， truthful-
ness， restraintラpatienceヲ compassionto all beings. Be aware that 1 have resorted to 
七hem.45 
Thereforeラdesire，greedラThirstぅweakr間 Sぅletthem leave me， as1 am setting out [for 
the forest]. Now 1 am in [the quality ofJ Sattva. 46 
Giving up desireヲgreedヲangerand harshness， now 1 will not get suffering under the 
power of greed like a dependent person (anatmαvat). 47 
One makes up the [amountJ of happiness in accordance with the [amount] of desires 
α，purary，α(38b) in sense. Cf. 6.38.10 kiimam iS門 tyadU$puram ('desire')， 6.25.39 d匂purery，iinαleηα
('自re').
171.41 In the second p討 aManki expresses his firm resolve as he did in 12.171.22 with the words 
pratibuddho 'smi jiigrmi. - Saye cl. 1 or cl. 2? 
171.42 For nastyota， see 3.31.25: mary，地sutraivαproto nasyota初αgoVr$a与Comparethis verse 
with vs. 21. - The southern text gives an interesting reading in the first line: "1 wil dance in front 
[and mock you in turn]， 0 desire! discarding al that exists in my mind." - The editor says that 
the whole speech can be compared to the Buddha's words to Mara， without reference (p.2152). 
171.43 Dve$yam uktα私insteadof dve$ya-muktαJ:!" produces a sort of siipek!}atva inside the sentence， 
but 1 think this is the meaning of the text. 
171.45 Some of the members are found in the list of Sattva-like qualities in 12.301.17-20.一一 Tryti
often forms a compound with jniinα部 thefirst member in MBh. 
171.46 In MBh tr邦 iis born from kiima (cf. e.g. 12.171.33)， while kiimαis， inPali Canon， one of 
the three types of tr$'f}i: kamatr$'f}a， bhavatr$'f}a，仇bhavatr$'f}a，of which the former element is the 
object of the latter (Enomoto's comment). 
171.47 The epic usage of anatmαn isdiscussed on in my article “Anatman Reconsidered，" Studies 
in thεHistory ollndiαn Thought 7 (Kyoto 1995)， pp.97-104. 
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he abandons. One who is always under the power of desire meets only suffering. 48 
Eliminating desiresぅaman shakes 0証whatever stain [he possesses]. From desire and 
anger is born suffering. 80 are shame1essness and dissatisfaction. 49 
80 1 have e凶eredBrah毘 anjust as [one enters] a cool pond in summer. 1 am in 
peace. 1 am getting totally extinguished (pαrznzrぱ mi).And 1 am sitting happi1y by 
myself. 50 
Happiness of desire in [this] world and the great heaven1y happiness - these two do 
not match even a sixteenth part of the happiness from the extinction of Thirst. 51 
Killing desireラwithitself as the seventh [of the group]ぅasthe strongest enemy， may 1 
be happy like a king， arriving at the invincib1e town of Brahmanプ 52
Thus understanding， MaIlki obtained complete indifference， giving up all desires [and] 
attaining Brahman， the great happiness. 53 
Due to the 10S8 of his calvesヲ1hear， MaIlki attained the state of being an immortal. 
He cut 0茸theroot of his desire. Con8equent1yラheachieved the great happiness. 54 
On this pointラtoo，there is t01d the following 01d story sung by Janaka， king of Videha 
with his mind in peace. 55 
“日owinfinite is property for me who own nothing. lV1ithi1忌beingburningラ nothing
burns for me." 56 
171.4848abニ12.168.35ab.
171.4949abニ5.42.lOcd.- Ahr'l is produced from krodhαin 3.92.8. 
171.50 This is the only example of parinirvii-in MBh・-Dharma is called‘a pond with cool fords' 
in SN I.364.4(646a)， etc.: dhammo rahado briihmα'l}<a stlatittho 
171.51 Identical with 12.168.36， 268.6. 
171.52 Cf. 3.251.8，17.1.23 for the compound iitmaniisαptama-. According to N丑akal!tha，kiimαis 
the seventh in the sense that it forms the basis (the seventh) of the six forms of [desire} (αnnamayα-
kosa to sαb可asamiidhi). 
171.53 53c=12.83.63. For similar locutions see 6.40.66 (Git忌)， 12.318.50， R5.14.19. 
171.54 Both -agαmat and -αgαcchat occur in the epic， and I don't see any difference in usage 
between the two forms (both in the preterite se邸付.Considering that -αgamat usually appears at 
the end of line， the choice is probably due to metrical reasons. We may call it 'metrical suppletion¥ 
Thb idea seems supported， for exarnple， by the absence of -acchidat in MBh， which is rnetrically 
equivalent toαcchinat. However， Enomoto tries to see a di百erencein aspect between the epic aor. and 
the impf.: Gesαmtschα包 andγerlaufsschau.ー← Kiimαmiila-occurs only here and in 13.44.36 kiimα-
miilasyαpr，匂αnasya‘ofthe generation of which desire is the root'. --Priipa is often used positively 
in the sense ‘he achieved his goaL etc.¥but occasionally in such a negative way as we see in krcchriif!t 
priipαsa iipadam (1.1.68). 
171.55 Here the well-known JanakaラsG討凶 isquoted without its Rαhmenerzahlung・-For the 
other old song sung by the king of Videha. see 12.268.3f‘ 
171.56 Identical with 12.17.18. A closer parallel to the Buddhist verse in 12.268.4; cf. also 
B12.219.50; (var.) B12.276.4 (Cr.App.). The famous Gath忌ofthe burni時 Mithilaoccurs in Ja 
VI. 54.27~30 (539.12.5)，む品navarga30.4主 andUttar. 9.14. CT further 12.212.50 a凶 Murakami，





On the same point there are told the following words (pαdαsα'T[Lcayα) of Bodhyaう
composed in regard to complete indi宜erence.Wake upぅ o Yudhi寺桂lIraヲ [hearing the 
words]. 57 
King Nahu切 inquiredof the restrained seer Bodhya， a calm one content with knowl-
edge， who entered into tranquility through complete indi宣erence.58 
“Give me instruction in tranquilityラovery wise one. With what understanding are 
you wandering in peace and in contentment?" 59 
~odhya said -
1 live in accordance with the instruction (upαdesena vαrtiimi). 1 do not teach anyone 
here [with my words explicitly]. 1 will tell you keywords (lαk~α苧α) of it. Think upon 
it by yourself. 60 
Pingala， an ospreyラ asnake， a search for an antelope in the forestヲ anarrow-maker 
and a maiden - these are my six teachers. 61 
Abbreviations 
AB: Aitareyabr誌 maI.1a，AiG: Altindische Grammatik， AK: Amar北o包， App.: Appendix 
in the Critical Edition， B: Bombay edition of the MBh， BhagP: BhagavatapuraI.1a， BAU: 
Brhad忌ra平yakopani斜dヲ BauDhS:Baudhayanasrautasutra， ChUp: Chandogyopani号ad，
Cr.App.: Critical Apparatus of the Critical Edition， Dhp: Dhammapada， DN: DIgha-
nikaya， Ins: Insertion deleted and shifted in Cr.App. of the Critical Edition.， Ja: Jataka， 
KAS: Kautil)ぜsArtha語stra，M: Malayalam version or MS(S).， MBh: Mahabharata， MN 
Majjhimanikaya， Niddl: Mahaniddesa， P: P亘li，PS: P孟l)inisutra，R: Ramaya早a;R is added 
immediately before the verse-number of the Ram亘yal)a，S: southern recension of the MBh， 
SarpkhS: S忌中khyasutraヲ三Br:Satapathabrahma平a，SN: SaIp.yuttanikaya， Sn: Suttanipata， 
Uttar.: Uttarajjhay叫 asutta，VasDhS: Vasi科hadharmas註tra，v .i.: verbal interpretation in 
Ja. It indicates the text of the MBh when the p錨 sageis cited without the text-name. The text 
from Pali Lit‘is quoted with the numbers of (Volume，) page and line of the PTS edition (in 
addition， the verse-number is added in square brackets for Jataka passages). Lぉtlyヲ'editor'
means S.K. Belvalkar. 
171.57 There is no reference to Bodhya outside this passage. 一-This is the only instance of 
the compound padαsα'f!Lcayαin MBh. 
171.58 Jniinatrytα-is the regular form in MBhj jniinatarpita-only here and in 12.60.10. 
171.59 1 read samα7地 ，priipya(8) first because (sαm)ar凶 dhyii-means ‘to contemplate what to do'， 
second because it does not occur with buddhim elsewhere. Usually buddhi is the object of the verb 
k子 ('tomake up one's mind') or (sαm)iisthii-. There is one instance of priipya in 12.168.14. 
171.60 Instrur配 ntalisfor 'the way by which one goes¥Cf. 8peyer， SS， sec. 63(6). - Vrt-in the 
active is fairly common in epic Sanskrit. Cf. Grammatisches， sec. 530. Also Pali vattαti， Pkt.むαtta'i. 
171.61 Since the comment on this verse requires several pages， 1 will discuss on it in a separate 
paper in the near future. 
?っ ?
